Introduction
Several attempts have been done to distinguish \positive" information in an arbitrary rst order theory, i.e. to nd a well behaved class of closed sets among the de nable sets. In many cases, a de nable set is said to be closed if its conjugates are su ciently distinct from each other. Each such de nition yield a class of theories, namely those where all de nable sets are constructible, i.e. boolean combinations of closed sets. Here are some examples, ordered by strength:
Closed Weak normality describes a rather small class of theories which are well understood by now (see, for example, P]). On the other hand, normalization is so weak that all theories, in a suitable context, are normalizable (see HH]). Thus equational theories form an interesting intermediate class of theories. Few work has been done so far. The original work of Srour S] adopts a point of view that is closer to universal algebra than to stability theory. The fundamental de nitions and model theoretic properties can be found in PS], though some easy observations are missing there. Hrushovski's example of a stable non-equational theory, the rst and only one so far, is described in the unfortunately unpublished manuscript HS]. In fact, it is an expansion of the free pseudospace constructed independently by Baudisch and Pillay in BP] as an example of a strictly 2-ample theory. Strong equationality, de ned in Hr], is also investigated in HS].
The de nitions of equationalilty are not the same in all these articles. The main purpose of this paper is to clarify de nitions and to show that equationality is a rather robust concept. In Srour's de nition of an equation, a formula is supposed to be of the form '( x; y) with a xed partition of the free variables in x and y indicated by the semicolon. However, the tuples x or y may be empty. Usually, the length of x will be n and the length of y will be m. The realization set of an instance '( x; b) (or '( a; y)) will be denoted by '(U; b) (resp. '( a; U)). T is n-equational if every formula '( x; y) with x = (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) is equivalent to a boolean combination of equations in x, and equational if n-equational for all n 2 !. T is weakly n-equational if every de nable subset of U n is Srour constructible, and weakly equational if weakly n-equational for all n 2 !. This de nition of \equational" coincides with HS], whereas the notion of equationality in PS] is here called \weakly 1-equational". Clearly n-equational implies weakly n-equational. Proposition 2.9 will show that the converse holds, thus the term \weakly equational" is only of temporary use.
(Weak) 1-equationality is enough to imply stability (Prop. 2.6 of PS]), but it seems clear today that the \right" notion of equationality should not depend on the number of variables. Proof. By compactness, there is a bound k such that any intersection of conjugates of X equals a sub-intersection of at most k of them. Hence tp( a)`:9 y 0 : : : 9 y k ^t p( y i ) = tp( a)'
Again by compactness, there is an interpolating rst order formula ( y).
Let S (T ) = S be the family of all Srour closed sets.
Proposition 2.3 (Basic properties) (a) S is closed under: nite intersections, nite unions, cartesian products, universal quanti cation, action of automorphisms and permutations of coordinates.
(b) S contains the acl eq (;)-de nable sets and the positively de nable sets in the pure equality language.
(c) Let '( x; y) be an equation in x = (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) and c 2 acl(;). Then '(x 2 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ; y)) and '(c; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ; y) are equations in (x 2 ; : : : ; x n ). The di erence normal form An expression of the type C 0 nC 1 nC 2 nC h is called a di erence chain and meant to be parenthesized from the right, i.e. to equal C 0 n (C 1 n (C 2 (C h-1 n C h ) )). The integer h 2 ! is called the length of the chain. In particular, a di erence chain of length 0 is just some C 0 .
Lemma 2.5 Let C P(U) be closed under nite intersections and nite unions (thus containing U and ;). Then any boolean combination of elements of C is given by some di erence chain C 0 n C 1 n C 2 n C h with C i 2 C . Though this is a well known result, I will give a proof in lack of a suitable reference. Recall that a constructible set is a boolean combination of closed sets. I need the following Fact 2.6 In a noetherian topology, it is not possible that two disjoint constructible sets are dense in the same superset Y.
Proof. Considering the relative topology on Y and its nitely many irreducible components separately, we may assume Y to be the whole space and to be irreducible. Using the disjunctive normal form, a dense constructible set X is given as a nite union of locally closed sets Then any Srour constructible set with property P is a boolean combination of Srour closed sets with property P.
Proof. Let X be Srour constructible of length h having the property P, say X = C 0 n n C h where the C i are Srour closed. According to the hypothesis, there is a Srour closed set C 0 0 having P and such that X C Weakly equational implies equational Proposition 2.9 A weakly n-equational theory is n-equational.
Proof. Apply lemma 2.8 with P = \to be a-de nable": let X be Srour constructible and a-de nable, let C be a Srour closed set containing X and look for an a-de nable Srour closed set C 0 between X and C. Suppose C is de ned by an instance of the equation '( x; y). Let C 0 := T '(U; b) b 2 U; X '(U; b) . This is a de nable set by DIC and clearly a-invariant. It follows with lemma 2.8 that X is de nable as a boolean combination of a-de nable Srour closed sets, hence also as a boolean combination of a-instances of equations in x by 2.2.
By compactness, for every ;-formula '( x; y) there are nitely many 1 ( x; y); : : : ; k ( x; y), each a boolean combination of equations in x, such that for every a, '(U; a) equals one of 1 (U; a); : : : ; k (U; a). Let i ( y) := 8 x ? '( x; y) $ i ( x; y) . Then the formulas i ( y) are trivially equations in x, and T`'( x; y) $ 1 ( y)^ 1 ( x; y) _ _ k ( y)^ k ( x; y) shows ' to be a boolean combination of equations in x.
3 Interpreting theories in equational theories Imaginaries Proposition 3.1 If T is equational, then T eq is equational.
Proof. Let E be an ;-de nable equivalence relation on U n . Let X U n . Call X E-saturated if it is a union of E-classes. De ne X E to be the largest E-saturated set contained in X. Clearly X E is de nable for de nable X.
As weakly equational equals equational, it is su cient to show that any de nable E-saturated set can be written as a boolean combination of E-saturated Srour closed sets.
First let X be Srour closed and i 2 Aut(U) for i 2 I. Since the operation E commutes with automorphisms and arbitrary intersections,
for some nite I 0 I, hence X E is Srour closed, too. Then lemma 2.8 with P = \to be E-saturated" yields the result. The idea for proving the converse is the following: if some phenomenon of nonequationality occurs, then due to non-algebraic parameters, hence it occurs also far enough from the named parameters for them to have no in uence on it.
A de nable set X is said to be Srour closed over C (Srour constructible On the other hand, if c is not algebraic, the set de ned by x 6 = c is Srour closed over c, but not Srour closed in T. However, we still have: Proposition 3.5 If C is a small set of parameters, then T is equational i T(C) is equational.
Proof. Let T(C) be equational. Then T is stable. We may assume that T eliminates imaginaries by proposition 3.1, and that T = T(acl(;)) by lemma 3.4.
Claim 1: If cb(X) ĵ C, then X is Srour closed i X is Srour closed over C. \)" is obvious. Thus suppose '(U; a) is not Srour closed. Then there are conjugates a i of a = a 0 such that '(U; a 0 ) \ \ '(U; a k ) * '(U; a k+1 ) for all k. This property also holds for all subsequences of ( a i ) i2! , hence by standard Ramsey and compactness arguments, there is such a sequence which is Morley over C. If a ĵ C, the sequence may start with a and thus '(U; a) is not Srour closed over C.
Claim 2: If cb(X) ĵ C, then X is Srour constructible i X is Srour constructible over C.
Again \)" is clear. For the converse, let X be Srour constructible over C. As shown in proposition 2.9, applied to T(C), X is a boolean combination of (cb(X) C)-de nable sets that are Srour closed over C. By claim 1, it su ces to show that X is a boolean combination of sets that are cb(X)-de nable and Srour closed over C.
This follows from lemma 2.8 with Srour closed sets in T(C) and P = \to be cb(X)-de nable in T". Hypothesis (A) is obviously satis ed. To see (B), note that we only have to consider (cb(X) C)-de nable Srour closed sets. Let Y X be such a set, de ned by '( x; a; c) Corollary 3.6 T is equational i any (some) de nitional extension of T is equational. Equationality is invariant under de nitional equivalence.
Proof. Clearly equationality is not changed by adding ;-de nable sets to the language or by reducing the language as long as the family of ;-de nable sets does not change. However, proposition 3.5 allows to add rst necessary parameters for a de nitional extension.
Restrictions and reducts
Remark 3.7 Let T be equational and X an ;-de nable subset of some U k . De ne X to be the induced structure on X (given by all traces of ;-de nable sets). Since X is stably embedded, Aut(X) =canonically Aut fXg (U)=Aut X (U) It follows that the Srour closed sets of X are the traces of the Srour closed subsets in U. In particular, X is equational.
Theorem 3.8 If V is a structure interpretable in U and endowed with the full structure coming from U, then Th(V) is equational.
Proof. Follows from remark 3.7 and propositions 3.1 and 3.5.
Question 3.9 Is any theory interpretable in an equational theory itself equational?
Because of the theorem, it is equivalent to answer the following Question 3.10 Is a reduct of an equational theory equational?
Recall that in the similar case of 1-based theories, this is false in general, but true in the nite rank context (see P]).
Let L L + , T + a complete L + -theory, and T = T + L . Any L-formula that is an equation in T + remains an equation in T. The problem is to know whether Lformulas that are boolean combinations of equations in T + are boolean combinations of equations in T + using only symbols of L. On the other hand, since a nonequational reduct of an equational theory would be an example of a stable nonequational theory, one might try to nd an equational expansion of Hrushovski's example in HS].
